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Abstract. Definitions oL programs and that of run5 are given in a general Fetting, w!,icltm coincide 
with the standard programs and continuous traces in case of Peantr models. IJslng these notations 
we prove the completeness of the F!oyd-Hoare derivability. In t!le second part of this paper we 
investigate the number of different halting configurations of a run. In general a run may have a lot of 
them but in Peano models they satisfy just the same formulas. Final!ly a sample run is given with two 
halting configurations distinguishable by a formula. 
1. Introduction 
In c!lis section we try to motivate the definitions of program, program run and that 
of verification given in Section 2. From our point of view, a program is a finite set of 
labelled statements. The labels are elements of some label-!;pace which is usually the 
set of natural numbers. A statement is either an assignment of the form ‘v + 7’ where 
v is a variable symbol, and 7 is a term of some suitable iaqguage L (language inthe 
usual logical sense); or is an if-statement of the form ‘tifi x then I’ where x is a . 
quantifier free formula of L, and I is a label, see [gi]. 
To run the program, an environment is required. This consists of, first of all; a 
model ~8 of a theory of the language L, finitely many memory reg&ers and a 
statement counter. The ground set of s& will be denoted by /L .# can, for example, be 
the se: of natural numbers or reals endowed with addition and multipfication, or 
some freely generated semigroup (irl. case of text-editors), or the set of finite binary 
trees, &c, The memory registers corre:spond to the vmariabie symbols of the program, 
each or” them is able to contain any element of A. The counter i;ontains the label of 
the statement tobe execute& G&en the contents of :the cou:iter and the registers, the 
am prescribes their contents at the next moment. In case of assignment ‘v+ 7’, 
the! ass.@nment is executed, Le., the content of the register corresponding to the 
variablesymbol v is overwritten by the value of the term T, and the counicr is 
increased by k; l[n case of if-statement the counter is either overwrftten or increased, 
the registers remain unchanged. To be definite, if the cantent of the statement 
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counter does not equal to scme label of the pfiogram, the contents of the counter and 
the registers remain unchanged, 
We assume that the language L has enough constant erms to serve as labels so that 
the statement counter can be handled in the same way as the mem Iry registers. 
Suppose we have just to registers including this ‘simulated’ statement cDunter. Then 
the program can be regarded as a [quantifier-free) formula 4 of the l?r#guage L, with 
exactly 2n free variables, such that putting the contents of the reg%ters into the 
places of the first n l+ ariables, one can And values for the second ~;t vari;4les uniquely 
such that ~#5 holds, and these values give the contents of t e registes 3t the next 
moment. (We have to remark that this new definition of a program is a bit more 
general than the 4ginal one even if we require the formula d, to by quantifier- 
free.) 
Now we turn our attention to the notion of the program run. In the environment, 
the model & is fixed, but the contents of the registers change frem time to time. 
Therefore the actual configuration at a certain time can be described by the contents 
of the :zgisters, i.e., by an n-tuple of ele,nents of A. Let q. = (& . . . , q;), qb E A be 
the initial configuration (i.e., the contents of the registers at :he start), and let 
qk+l = @:+l, . . . , &+l > be the only truple, for which 
qHq:, l l l 9 qz, q:+1, ’ l l 9 &+1) 
holds. The :~andurd run of the program defined by the formula 4 is the (possibly 
infinite) set R = {qo, 91, q2 , . . *). We say that the run R halt,-, and qk is the habing 
configuration if qk = qk+l for ciome k (so that qk = 91 for every 2 3 k). 
Given two formulas, &in arid &,,,t of 1, with n free variables, we say ihat the 
program 4 is partially corwct with respect to (bitn and &out if whenever the initial 
configuration Q0 satisfies 4in (Le., if #in(qi, . . . , q:) holds in &), the standard run 
halts, and the halting configurati.on isqk, then &,t(qi, . . . , q:) is true, too. 
The well-known Floyd-Hoare partial correctness pror?f r& can be reformulated 
as follows. Suppose there is a formula @ of L with n free variables such that the 
following three fc?rmulas are derivable: 
6) 4intX19 l l l 9 &A-* @(Xi, n . . * &!G 
(ii) @Lsl,. . . 9 4 82 4(x1,. . 9 x,, yl, . . . 3 ynb @(yl, . . . p yd; 
(iii) Qilxl, . . . 9 x,S 8~ 4(x1, l s l F xn, XI,. l . , xnbqbCpUth, l . . 9 xnJe 
Then the prograi21 q> is correct w.r.t. din and dout. The converse of the claim is not 
true, counterexamples can ble f6und in [3]. This means that if we want to give a 
semantical equivalent of the syiltactical notion of Floyd-Hoare derivability, we must 
modify, for example, the definition of tkle run. Such a modification is proposed in the 
following section. The proposed definition generalizes the notion of program run to 
include non-standard computation seqluences that they obey a simple induction 
schem;l. With the help of this general notion we can give the desired semantical 
equivalent. This new type of ruz- has some interesting properties, for example a 
run mzy have more than one halting configuration, This question is examined in 
Section 4. 
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2. otationa, defirritions 
The set of natural numbers is denoted by w, that of the integers is by Z. Let L be the 
set of the class&l first order formulas oi some fixed type, L” C: L for n E o is the set of 
formulas whose free variables are among x1, . . . ) xn. The greek letters ~5, $, @ etc. 
denote formulas or set of formulas, al formulas are elements of L,, We write 4(x) as 
an. abbreviation for #(x1, . e . , xn), etc. A model is denoted by the letter J& its ground 
set by A. A” dbnotes the set of n-tuples of elements of ./L 
The subsets of Lo are called theories, the theory T c Lo is consistent, Coa(T) 
in short, if no contradiction can be derived from T, or equivalently, if T has a 
model. 
If f is a function, then p is the identity and f”‘“(x) = f( f” (x)) for every k E o. 
* 
Definition 2.1. Let T c Lo be a consistent heory and let C$ E L*” for some M > 0. 45 is 
a program if 
T t_Vx 3!y4(x y). 
(Here the quantifier 3! is a shorthand for ‘there exists exactly one’.) 
In every mode:1 & of T, the program C$ defines a function p from A” to ~4” as 
follows. For every x E A”, p(x) is the only n-tuple for which ti t==+(x, p(x)). “We 
identify the progralr! C$ with this function, and we speak of programs as functions. 
Defhition 2.2. Let p be a program, .& be a model of T, and q. E A” be artitrary. A 
subset R c A” is a run of the program p starting from qo, if 
(i) “IO E R, snl for every q E 33, p(q) E R ; 
(ii) for every formula Qi EL”, whenever J$ b @(qo), and LZ! + a(q) + @(p(q)) for 
every qE I?, then 
s&l= @(q) for every q E R. 
Ihe n-tuple q E R is a fixed point [or halting point) of the zun El if p(q) = q. 
The condition (ii) in Definition 2.2, is, in fact, the induction schema for the set X. If 
the initial configuration 6f0 5 -atisfies the formula @, and the validity of @ is inherited 
from tp to p(q) for every q in k, then the elements of R are required to satisfy @. The 
standard run of the program p is a run in this sense too, and it is a subset of every 
other run starting from the same initial configuration. 
The presence of runs difIere:Frt from the standard ones allows us to prove the 
completeness of the ?loyd-Hoare logic. While it ts quite possible that no standard 
run of the program p terminates, and then p is partially correct w.r.t. any pair of 
formulas in the conventional sense, p will always ijave a terminating non-standard 
run, i.e., run with a halting point, which witnesses the non-correctness of p. 
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3. e co,mpleteness of Floyd-Hoare Kogic 
In this section choose arbitrary, but keep fixed the langsage L, the theory T c Lo 
and the program p. 
Definition 3.1. LI t din and &Ut be two formulas from L”. We say that f he program p 
is paMalLy correct w.r,t. &, and #SPUt, if for every model & of r, anti for eveF>T pulp 
R c A” starting from qo E A &, sle l= #in(Q) implies Sp != &,,(q) for ever:, fixed point q 
of R. 
Definition 3.2. Let Q)in and qbout be as above. The program p is FZoyd-Ha:are derivable 
from T w.r.t. &in ancl &ut if there is a formula ,P of L” such that 
(i) T P Vx (&n(x) + @(x)); 
(ii) Tt-Vx &P(x)-* @(p( 
(iii) T l-+x f@(x) & p(x) = x+ &,Jx)). 
Theorem 3.3. me program p is Floyd-Hoare dmivable if and G ziy if p h partially 
correct. 
I&em&. The qpeciall case when the theory T is just the set of Peano axioms was 
treated in [l]. 
Proof. We prove only the ‘hard’ direction, i.e., we suppose that p iq partially correct 
w.r.t. 4in and t& and look for a derivation. Let .X c L” be any set of formulas, S c Lo 
be any consistent heory, and define the subset & c L” by 
AE={@EL”: St-VX~(X)& - l 9 &$&.)+@(x)) for some er,. . . , $k ~2, 
and S t- Vx (G(x) + @(p(x)))}. 
If cy is a feDrmula, we write A$,,(AE) instead of A&&A&& Obviously, A$ is 
closed under conjunction, i.e., if Q, p E A& then ,[Y &p E A:. If c = (cl, y . l , c”) is an 
n-tuple of constant symbols, and r c L”, then r(c) denotes the set (@(c): @ E r}. 
Let c and d t13z nev’ constant symbols not occurring in L. We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: In every model of the theory T u A:,,(d) u {4in(c), p(d) = d} the formula 
&&al) is valid. By GGdel’s completeness theorem, this fcjrmula can be derived from 
the theory, i.e., there are @I, . . , , Qzk E A& such that 
Ehxuse *Ihe co?1stanf c occurs in +in only, we car use the ‘introdtcing a quantifier’ 
rule: 
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It is easy to see that 
is an element of A& Introducmg a quantifier again in (1; we get 
which means that the program p is Floyd--Hoare derivable. 
Case 2; Not the case above, i.e., the theory T u A,T,,(dj u 
{4in(e), p(d) = d, -+,,,(d)j IS consistent, Our aim is to construct a model of this theory 
and a run R of the program p in this model such that c, dE R, c is the starting point 
and d is a fixed point. Then d doe:5 not satisfy doUt, therefore the prolgram k not 
correct. 
Firstly we show that T can be assumed to be complete, and that the theory above 
can be enlarged in such a way that the enlargement decides every formula about c and 
d. Secondly we atdd a lot of new constants and neyd formulas to this en~large;ntint, 
show the consistency of the huge theory, and finally build the required run from these 
new constants. 
Lemma 3.4. Let S c Lo be a theory, and Zet 2, r c L”, p E L”, 25 and rbe cl’osed under 
conjunction. Suppose 
Con@, Z(c), A%), WI}. 
Then either 
or 
ConCS, W, P(c), A&&Q, W)) 
Proof. If either Sur’(c)t+(c), or SuZ(&--Q(e), then there is nothing to prove. 
If not, then Con{S, X(c), ,8(c)} and Con{S, E(c), 1p(c)}, i.e. (putting d = c) 
“Zon{S, 2 ‘Y), @(c)i A~v&l)} 
and 
Con{S, II(<), lfl (c), A&lJ(d)}. 
Therefore if none of lthe consistencies tated in the lemma holds, the9 there are 
formulas 41 E A&, &)2 pi &,lB, and LYE Z, ‘yi E r li = 1,2) si.ich that 
S !-- W(C) & 1/3(c) k #,(d) + lw(d). 
By the definition of A& and A&-,a we have 
SWx (zy;(xj&p(xj+~1(xjj, 
s I--- vx (a; (4 & 1p (xl + 42(x)) 
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for some CX~ E X. It means that G(x) E AZ where 
Eut from (2), S t-Vx [e(x) + 1( y1 (x) & y2(x))], which contradicts the assumption 
Con{,c, A;(a), 1”( 
Let S, X, P’be as in Lemma 3.4, and suppose 
Con{S, S(c), &(d), l-(d)}. 
Then there is a complete theory Lo 3 S* 3 S such fhat 
Con{S”, C(c), A;*((d)l ai(dj]. 
roof. We have to show only that, if p E Lo is a formula, then either p or l/3 can be 
added to S. If St-p or St- l/3, then we are done. Therefore we may assume 
Con{S, p} and Con{S, lp). The formula p has no free variables so for every cy F X 
SU@}~-Vx (a(x)+@(x)) 
iff S t- Vx (P 3 (a, (x) + a(x))) 
iff Si-Vx(p&o(x)+3&@(x)) 
and 
Su{p}l--Vx @qx)+ @(p(x))) 
iff S I- Vx (p & @(x) a+ p & @(p(x))), 
This proves @ E Ai”IP’ /3 Bi @ E A&. Now, by the previous lemma, either 
Conk% x(c), P, &&O, OU), 
or 
Con{S, z(c), --G, &,&I), r(d)}. 
Suppose that the first consistency holds, the other case can be handled similarly. We 
claim that Con@ w {p), X(c), Am”“‘}. If not, then there are @ E A~“{” and 4 5 L” 
such that 
Su{p}u~~c)k-~(cj (3) 
c- 34 (4 & @w. (4) 
From (3) S w Z(c)t-/3 --?r #J(C), and from this, from p & @E A&@ and from 
Con{& 2(c), A&B( 
which contradicts to (4). nally, if we have no 
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then there are @cam’@’ and y E r such that S u @ j -J X(c) I- Q(d) + -I~(c& i.e., 
Su2(c)t-lpv l@ )vly(d). But pdi@~ A gysp therefore by assumption, 
Con{S, 2‘(c), P & @( 
a contradiction. 
Let S, Z,IXe as in Lemma 3.4, and suppose 
Con(S, Z’(e), A:(d), F(d)). 
Then there are a cor;&ete 2C* 3 C a<nd a complete r* 3 r such that 
Zon(S, E*(c), A&(d), r*(d)). 
Proon‘. It is clear that (For any & E L" eirher # or -14 can be added to F’9 so r can be 
assumed to be compleir=. By Lemma 3.4 either q5 or 14 can be adced to 2, which 
givelr the desired result. , 
‘We turn back to the proof of Theorem 3.3, Case 2. We have 
ConiT, Azi,(d), 6(c), p(d) = d, -%&I)). 
By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 we may assume that T is complete and theritz are complete 
2, rc L” such that 
ConIT, 2 (e), A%), Ud)) 
where +in(x) E Z, p(x) = x & ~q&(x) E IY Because C and r are complete, we have 
Aganr. 
NCNV let ck be new constant symbols for k E W, and let 
Sx = T u X(Q) u A;(d) o r(d) u {P(Q) = ck+l for k E o}. 
Evidently, Con(&). Let A c Z be the set of all formulas 6 E L” for ~whl..lr 
TWX [@~(x)&S(p”(x))+G(p’+~(x)).j 
for every k E w and Qs E A:; or, because T is complete, for which 
Tt=3~[@(x)&c5(p~(x))&-+(p~“(X))] 
for every k E o and @ E A:. It is easy to see that, if S E A, k E (CO arrC @ E Al, then 
@(x) & S(pk (x)) E A. We introduce infinitely many new constant symbols ca,i for 
every formula S E A and every integer i E Z. Let 
Sz = {A$(Cqi), p(C8.i) c Ca,i+l, 6(C,& -G$Cs 1): S E A aadl i E: 2’). x 
We claim that Con&, Sz). Because T is compl.ete, it s&ices to show that T u s* is 
consistent where S* is an arbitrary finite subset of Sz. Moreover we ~*fp.z.y assume that 
S* has constants of the form ca,i with a fixed S E A orriy. 
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If Qi E A:, then @(p’(x)) E &for every k E w, and Azis clcmdi under conjunction, 
therefore we have to show th’a.t for every k E w, S E d, and @ E A:, 
Con{T, @(c6.-k), W+kk-k)), ~~(rk+‘(~6,-kN. 
But +~QK’J&~(~~(x))EA, therefore by the definition of the set d, 
Tt- 3% [@,K)&scPk(x))&1w~P(x))&Srpk+7%)))1~ 
By the definition of lag, 7’ t- v’x [e(x) + @(p(x))], which means 
TI- 3x [@(x)&S(Pk(.x))dM(Pk+‘(~))l* 
This proves the desired consistency. 
As thle last step in the proof, let ti be a model of the theory & 1 J Sa, aild let R c A” 
consist of the elements which correspond to the constants d, {ck : k E o}, and 
{csVi : 6 t: A, i E Z}. If we show that I2 is a run of p, we are done. Indeed, R starts from 
co which satisfies 4in and d is al fixed point of R which does not satisfy cbout. 
If cl E R, then p(q) E R is trivial, so in order to prove that R is a ry8n we have to check 
(ii) elf Definition 2.2 only. Suppose Qi E L” and &I= @koj. Then, because 2 is 
complete, @ E C. Now, if @ E A, then A$! I= @(c@,~) and & I+ @(c,&, i.e., not for every 
q E L!? holds the implication & I= G(q) -) @(p(q)). What is left is the case @ E C -A, 
i.e,, if for some k E o and $ E AZ 
Now, if &I+ @(cl) for some 2 E o, then we are done. If not, i z., &I= @(#(CO)) for 
every I E o, then, C being complete, 1 D(p’(x)) E 2, i.e., 
x(x)I~(x)&~(x)&‘~(p(x)!&* l l &@(/Jk(X))EZ: 
By (S), Tl-Vx [x(x) +&I(X))]/, thertfo:e x E A$, i.e., & i=x(q) for every q E R, from 
where ,& I= Q(q) for every q E AR. 
4. The cardinaiity of halting points 
In rhis section we keep fixed the language L, the theory T c Lo, the pro,e;raq p, the 
model 5;4 of T, and the run R c A” of p starting from q. E A?. fix@ !C R denotes the 
(possibly empty) set of fixed points of R. Le:t q, r~ An. We say that qxdnd r are 
i;zdi,stinguishable(have thle same type) if for every formula C# EL”, >? I= 4 ( 
& k= q5 (rj. The relation ‘indistinguishab!e’ is an equivalence relation, the e quivalencc 
class containing is denoted by [q]. 
rup~si~on 4.1.. Let ~fix(R). l’hmRu[ ] is also a run of p and [(a] c Fx(R v [ql). 
E A” there is a program pr and a run A!’ of$ such that 
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roof. Let p’ be defined by p’(x) = x for every x CA“, and let R’ = [q]. 
.3. Suppose that T has an infinite model. Then for euery c(ardinal K there 
is a model.& of T, a pfiogram p’ and a run R’ of p’ in ~8’ such that the calydinality of the 
set dix(R’) is at least K. 
Proof. Let A be the cardinality of the set of formulas in the language L,. There are at 
most 2” different equivalence classes in the relation ‘indistinguishable’. Therefore, if 
the cardinality of the ground set of the model CaB’ is a regular cardinal! and exceeds 
both 2A and K, then some equivalence class contains more than K diRerent elements, 
i.e., for some qE A’“, card([q]) > K. By the upward Liiwenheim-Skolelii theorem 
such an Jr&’ exists. Let p’ be as in the proof of Proposition 4.2, and let R’ = [q]. Now 
the cardinality of fix(R’) = R’ = [q] is at least K, as was required. 
By these propositions we are not able to pick up the proper halting point of a run 
among a set of indistinguishable elements. This fact cannot be regarded as au 
argument advanced against our definition of program run. These elements give the 
same answer for every possible question because questions are sa:nposed from L. 
The following theorem says that, if the theory T is strong er;;ugh, e.g., if it contains 
the Peano axioms, then a run cannot have distinguishable fixed points. What is mcr 2, 
if we require the starting point to be definable, then the halting po& is unique. 
Denote by PA the set of Peano axioms of number theory of type l:+ ‘, l , §, O), and by 
PA+ the set of axioms of additive number theory of type (9, S, 0). The set of natural 
numbers with the usual meaning of symbols are models of both theories, see [2.. pp. 
42-431. 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that the type of the language L contains the symbok +I l ) S, -3 
and PAc T. Then the fixed points of the run R are indi!Ftinguiskable. 
Proof. It is well known (see [S] or more explicitly [4]) that there are a forEnula 
6eq E L’ and formula-definable fun%ions length(u) and elem(ti, i;A such that 
PA I- seq!O) &length(O) = 0 
PA\-Vtl Vz 3v (seq(u)+[seq(v)&length(v)=length(u)+ 1
& (Vi c length(u)) e.lem(u, i) = elcm(v, i) 
&elem& :ength(u)) := t]), (0) 
We say that u E A is a sequence if ~8 I= seq(u); its length is n E A if ,& I= length(u) = ns 
and its ith element is a E A if d I= elem(u, i) = a. The sentence (6) says that every 
sequence can be lengthened by 1. 
Let the formula cy (x, u) E Ln+’ be ‘u is a sequence of length 3 I sucl~z that every 
element of u is a sequence of length n, the elements of the 0th element of u are 
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Xl , . . . , xn in this order, and for every i <length(u), the (i - 1 jst element y and the ith 
element z of u satisfy p(y) = 2’. 
Let 4 E L” be arbitrary, &(a) E L” be ‘for every sequence u, if LY (x EZ) and y is an 
element of u and pw) = y, then #(y) Iholds’. In other words every fixb :d poist of the 
run starting from x satisfies 4. Let finally y,+(y) EL” be ‘there exis:s an x satisfying 
4(x) and a sequence II such that cy (x, u) and y is an element of u’. 
Lemmrb 4.5. Let EA” be the startingpointof R and 4 EL” be afgimula such !hat 
~3 I= f$ (q& Then for every q E R, J@ I= y&). 
Proof. AU= y+(qO) is trivial. By the formula (6), if &I= y+(q), then &Q= y&(q)). 
Using (ii) of Definition 2.2 of the run, we get the result. 
Lemma 4.6, Suppose d t= & (qo). 7&n for every fixed point q of R, 
Proof, By the previous lemma, & @ y@&(q) for every qe fix(R), i.e., there are a E A 
and r E A” SW% that 
S=&(r)&seq~a!&a(a, a)&p(q) = q, 
and sl! I= ‘q is an element of a’. Then, by the definition of pcb, ~2 C= 4(ql. 
Lemma 4.7. T I- Vx Vrrl Vu2 Vyl Vyz (@ + 9 I= ~2) where @ = ‘ui is a sequence, 
QI~X, ui), yi is an element of ui and p(yi) = y; foj* i = 1,2’. 
jnr’r~of. The lemma has an easy induction-type proof. First prove that if Q! (x, nl), 
(Y(x, u2) and i < min(length(ul), length(uz)), then elen.r(ul, i) = elem(uz, i). Secondly 
prove that if elem(u, i) = elem(u, i + l), then elem(u, i) = elem(u, j) for every i s j K 
length(u). The details are omitted. 
Now we turn back to the proof of Theorem 4.4. By Lemma 4.6, it suffices to sholv 
that for every & E L” either d b & (40) or & f= &,d(Qo). Suppose that neither of them 
hold, i.e., there are sequences al and a2, elements rl and r2 of these sequences uch 
that 
But by Lemma 4.7 PI= r2, a contradiction. 
Suppose that the language L and the theory T satisfy the conditions of 
If moreover there is a formula $ E L” such that T I- 3!y #(y> and 
n the .fixed point of R is unique. 
f. By Lemma 4.5 every element satisfies J$ f= y$ ( y Lemma 4.7 there 
is at most one fixed point satisfying yti which gi\*es the result. 
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In the remair4ng part of this paper we give an example for a run the starting col;nt 
of which is definable but which has two distinguishable fixed points. 
Let the similarity type of the language I, be (+, $, 0, T) with arities 2,1,0,0 and let 
the theory 7’ be just PA+. The first theorem states that the theory PA+‘= Lo admits 
eiimination of quantifiers. We use the natural numbers as elements of the language, 
but they are abbreviations only. We introduce rem(x, a) = b with a, b E w instead of 
3y(x=b+y+a: +$ 
0 times 
andxay insteadof 3z (x+z=Y). 
Let En+l C L”+l be the set of ah formulas of the form 
ajk + i biil‘xi s aik + i b’ijkxi 
i-0 i=O > - 
kia rem(xi, C&J = dik 
I 
where ajk, bijk, etc. are elements of w. 
Theorem 5.1. For every q5 E L” there exists q5 E E n+l sud7 that 
PA’ k _ VW - (x0 = -I- & cj5 (x0, x)). 
Let & be a non-standard model of PA, t E A be an element which is divisible by 
every n E o. Such a t exists. Of course C is a model of PA+, and we interpret the 
constant T as 6 Let the prograni p be defined by 
if x-2y--120, 
otherwise. 
The experienced reader may observe that th is program computes the excess of its 
input over the largest square not exceeciing it. Et is well known that with addition only 
this function cannot be defined, so we are unable to describe (at least in PA’) our 
requirements about thiis program. And consequently, the program not always works 
well. 
Obviously, the function ,p can IX defined in PA’ by a formula. Let R c A2 be 
defined by 
R ={(2it+t-i*, t-i): &o)u{(2it-i*, t-t): Osist}. 
The stayting point of R is (r*, 0) = (r,(I) which is definable. R has ‘wo fixed points, 
namely (t, t) and (0, t) and they are evidently distinguishable. We &im that R is a run 
(in PA+ only, R is not a run Zn PA). (i) of Diefinition 2.2 is trivially !sa.rls;fied. To pr<i -e 
(ii) we remark that the set Ri = ((2it - i*, t - i): Q s i 6 t} can be defined by a single 
formula of PA, therefore the induction principle is valid to this set. (Even for 
formulas of PA, not only for formulas fsf PA’.) Therefore if (ii) of Definition 2.2 is 
no? true for the formula @, it mtinst be violated in the other part of thie run, i.e., there is 
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an io E w such that 
S?bl@(2it+t-i2, t-i) for every i3i0. 
Making use of Theorem 5.1 to the formula T@+ we get that 
ik 
&I=- A [kit2Clj(2it + t-i’)+mi(t-i)adj]&X (7) 
j=o 
holds for infinitely many i E w, where x denotes three congruences2 ard ki, Zj, mi, and 
dj are integer (but not necessarily non-negative) numbers. WC: claim that in this case 
there are infinitely many i E o such that 
JZ$+ A [kit2+li(2it-i2)+rpti(t-i)>,di]&X 
j=O 
(8) 
hdds, i.e., ,ti I= 1@(2it - i2, t-i) which is a contradiction because (Lit - i2, t-i) E 
R. 
The congruences in x remain valid because 2it + t - i* and 2it - i2 dither by t which 
is divisible by any natural number. The jth member of the conjundion in (7) is valid 
in the following cases: 
(a) ki > 0, in which case the same member in (8) is also valid, because t2 > It + m 
for any standard I and m; 
(tg) kj = 0 and Zi > 0, in which case the same member in (8) is valid if i is great 
enough (depending on lis llEi and dj only); 
(c) ki = 0 and li = 0 when (7) and (8) are the same. 
We have no more cases which proves that R 1s a run indeed. 
A slight modification of this construction gives a run of the program p with 
countably many pairwise distinguishable fixed points. 
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